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The Walk
1 From the church walk north
along the High Street, past the
Ingleby Arms, to a crossroads.
The impressive two and a half storey red
brick house on the right dates from the late
eighteenth century and was a coaching inn
and is now a listed building.

2 Turn left down Littleborough
Lane, the old Roman road.
Continue to follow it as it turns
into a track and heads towards
the river.
The two power stations are West Burton (to
the right) and Cottam (to the left). West
Burton first generated electricity in 1967
and can produce up to 2000 mega-watts of
energy and supply around 2 million people.
The power stations were built here because
the river could supply the large volumes of
water needed for cooling and the nearby
Nottinghamshire coalfields could supply the
coal to generate the electricity.

3 For the shorter walk take the
first public footpath on the left,
just after a descent in the track.
Follow the path along the field
edges and next to an old hedge.
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Hawthorn is a common
hedgerow plant, also
known as may. It has white
blossom in the spring and red
berries in the autumn which
provide winter food for many
birds.
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Just before climbing the river bank look to your
left to see a stone and brick temple in the
distance. It was built in 1747 as part of the
landscaping of Gate Burton Park.
The village on the other side of the river, in
Nottinghamshire, is Littleborough, and is the site
of a Roman settlement. It is here that the
Roman road would have crossed the river.
It is also reported that in the 7th century,
Paulinus, the Bishop of Lincoln, baptised a group
of people at this point in the river in the
presence of King Edwin.
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Marton

After approximately 600m, at a
field corner and junction of
footpaths, turn right and follow
the footpath down a flight of
steps. Turn left along the track
towards the river and rejoin the
.
directions
for the longer walk
at 6
For the longer walk continue to
follow the old Roman road to
the banks of the river.

4 Turn left and walk along the
river bank.
Follow it for
approximately 11/2 km (1 mile)
before entering a field on
the left through a small
metal gate.
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As industry expanded along
the river, the water quality
declined and its wildlife suffered.
Intensive agriculture and drainage
schemes also resulted in a loss of wildlife and
landscape features. Thankfully this is now
changing and a wide range of wildlife is
returning. There has been an increase in the
fish population which in turn means other
creatures will return to the river, including the
otter.

5 Turn right along the side of the
field. At the track, before a
flight of steps, turn right
towards the river.

Marton Tower Mill was in
existence in 1799. It had four
sails and two pairs of stones. It
was dismantled in 1927.

6 At the river, turn left and follow
the footpath along the riverbank
for approximately 250m to Trent
Port. (If this path is flooded,
climb the steps and follow the
footpath past the mill to Trent
Port)
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7 At the Port, below the mill,
turn left along a track to join a
road. Continue straight ahead
along the road to return to
Marton village and the start
point.

The church of St Margaret is Saxo-Norman
with fine herringbone stone work on the
tower. The tall war memorial cross in the
churchyard is said to have originally been a
market cross.

OnTrent is a partnership to benefit wildlife,
heritage and people in parishes along the
River Trent.
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The Trent and Severn are the only two tidal
rivers in England and both have naturally
occuring tidal waves, known as the Severn
Bore and Trent Aegir, in their lower reaches.
The Trent Aegir is named after the Norse god
of the seashore or ocean, Oegir, and occurs
during high spring tides. It can be seen on
this stretch of the river but the best places to
view it are at Gainsborough and Morton.

When the river was a thriving transport corridor
there was a wharf, corn warehouse and
malthouse at Trent Port. Gainsborough was also
once an important port at the limit of navigation
for sea going vessels. From there smaller vessels
continued up the river. Goods transported along
the Trent included pottery from Staffordshire and
lead and iron from Derbyshire. Traffic on the river
declined from the 1850s because of navigability
of the river and the development of the railways.
But you may still see barges laden with sand and
gravel travelling between Newark and
Immingham, or on their return journey.

For more information visit

www.ontrent.org.uk

